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BROKEN ARROW, OKLAHOMA, UNITED
STATES, February 27, 2020
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Most vehicle
owners face a terrible quandary: once
their new-car warranty expires, they
can continue to obtain quality parts
and service from their local dealer at
unaffordable “solid gold” prices, or they
can opt for lower-priced service from
independent repair shops that
generally employ less-well-trained
mechanics who may not know their car
all that well, and who often install
questionable after-market or second-
quality parts. 

But vehicle owners in the Broken
Arrow, Coweta, and the greater Tulsa
metropolitan area now have a much
better option: they can take their car or
truck to IAN’S Auto Service, where
factory-trained Honda Master
technicians install only genuine
“original equipment manufacturer”
(OEM) parts and perform service to full
factory specifications on Honda, Acura,
Toyota, Lexus, Nissan, and Subaru
vehicles.

With their considerable investment in
newly added equipment, IAN’S Auto
Service can now diagnose and repair
your vehicle faster and at a lower cost
than ever before. Most repairs can be
completed the same day you bring
your vehicle in for service. 

Families, soccer moms, and parents
with teenage drivers can now rely on
IAN’S Auto Service for fast, high-quality

http://www.einpresswire.com


repairs and routine service that won’t
put a dent in their budgets and
because the work is always performed
at factory level specifications will keep
their vehicles running safely and
efficiently for many years to come.

Solving the Vehicle-Owner’s Other Big
Problem

In addition to providing factory-level
service using OEM parts and fluids at
extremely affordable prices, IAN’S Auto
Service solves the second biggest
problem that vehicle owners face: the
inconvenience and hassle of
discovering that a repair shop’s first try
at fixing the problem wasn’t good
enough, requiring another round of
repairs and additional repair costs. 

If you're looking for auto repair in Broken Arrow, IAN’S Auto Service gets your vehicle fixed right
fully and completely the first time, and every time. One good reason is that each and every repair
must pass a unique and rigorous “quality check” by one of its expert supervising mechanics. Only
then will IAN’S Auto Service return your car to you for daily usage. 

As a result, IAN’S Auto Service has accumulated an unmatched record of favorable reviews and
recommendations on social media and the internet. And that’s also why many customers say
“IAN’S Auto Service works on each vehicle like it's their own.”

Next time you drive over a pothole on the Broken Arrow Expressway or your air conditioning fails
you during one of the  scorching hot summer days in Broken Arrow, remember that IAN’S Auto
Service is the most reliable place to obtain the right service and the right parts at the right price.
It’s the best place to get your vehicle back on the road faster than you ever thought possible. 

Whether your vehicle needs an immediate repair, full-system diagnosis, or simply routine
maintenance services such as: brake pads and rotor repairs, new suspension shocks or struts, air
conditioning services,  timing belts and spark plugs, or anything else, IAN’S Auto Service is the
one vehicle service center you can count on for factory-level parts and service at extremely
affordable prices.

Their certified technicians and master mechanics are trained and equipped to handle any issue
that your vehicle may present. They can diagnosis the problem and provide you with a clear
explanation in minutes and can then offer the solution that best fits your budget. 

It’s no wonder that IAN’S Auto Service is so well known for its foundation of trust, carefully built
over the years by treating its customers fairly, working hard to establish and maintain honest
relationships that make it a trusted source for Honda auto repair in Tulsa, Coweta, and Broken
Arrow.

You can rely on IAN’S Auto Service to provide the quickest turn-around times and the clearest
communication not only to get your vehicle back on the road, but also to help you plan your
transportation solution during the brief time your Honda, Acura, Lexus, Toyota, Nissan, or
Subaru is under repair. 

You can even schedule your service online at: https://iansautoservice.com/
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All this helps explain why IAN’S Auto Service has built a reputation for trust and integrity over
many years and why Tulsa-area vehicle owners regularly bring their vehicles to IAN’S Auto
Service from far and wide. 
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